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“I have received the parts and they 

look excellent. I was a toolmaker for 

over thirty years and appreciate the 

difficulties that can arise and the 

skills involved, I would like to      

convey my appreciation to you and 

your staff for the work you have 

done.”  
 

innovadesign.co.uk 
01243 372454 

enquiries@innovadesign.co.uk 

Automated  

Small Batch Machining 

Multi Axis 

Multi Pallet 

 



Controlling Costs 
 

Innova excel in CNC Machining small to   

medium volume production. 

Using the latest technology and maximising 

its potential we can compress your        

schedules and lower your costs. 

 

Reduced Lead times 

If you are looking for batches of parts from   

5 – 50 then we can offer you extremely    

competitive prices.  

All components are machined from solid 

models and can be finished with cosmetic or 

protective  finishing’s including military    

specifications.  

 

 

Small Batch Machining 
 

Innova works across multiple industry      

sectors. The largest market sector we     

service is the electronic industry,             

machining a wide range of electronic        

enclosures and heatsinks. Innova can      

provide parts plated and painted and have 

many years’ experience dealing with the 

specific requirements of aerospace and  

military specifications.  

 Mechanical design  

 Plating  

 Painting & engraving 

Quality Assured 

Quality control  ensures checks are made 

throughout the manufacturing process as 

well as at final inspection using a fully          

calibrated Co-ordinate Measuring machine 

for accuracy. An automated CMM machine  

reduces inspection time on production runs. 

Automated Production 
 

We are continually looking at ways to reduce lead 

times and cost for our customers. Investment in 

robotically controlled, multi pallet 5 Axis            

machinery allows even the most complex of   

proven jobs to be run overnight; offering          

significant savings for production runs.  

 Large capacity tool towers reduce set 

up times 

 Multi axis capability minimises        

required operations 

 Multi pallet machines allows 24/7     

machining 

Our story 

A small, family business with big ideas. Hugh 

Watson founded Innova back in 2001 when he felt 

that the there was a real opportunity to maximize 

the potential of 3D CAD CAM  software for      

machining. Recent investment in machinery     

exploits this concept further and positions Innova 

perfectly for production runs of complex milled 

parts 24/7. 

Contact Us 

Unit 2 Station Approach, Emsworth,   

Hampshire, PO10 7PW 

01243 372454 

enquiries@innovadesign.co.uk 

Visit us on the web: www.innovadesign.co.uk 

Robot controlled multi pallet production parts. 


